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Introduction 
Thank you for choosing the new Inguity® HD Camera Drone quadcopter from Ingenious Ingenuity Inc. 
Unique and is designed to be an easy to use full featured RC quadcopter. Excellence in 6-Axis Gyro hovering, 
360 degree movements with high or low speeds, crabbing left or right, forward, reverse, angling & aerobatic 
maneuvers with the 3D Eversion button on the top right of your controller. Equipped with headeless mode 
for ease of control during loss of orientation, or for beginner use, and amazing acrobatic maneuvering 
techniques for experienced pilots. 

Safety Notes

Caution
The Inguity® HD Camera Drone has parts that move at high speed. Keep your hands and fingers clear of all 
moving parts while in operation. Before handling the Drone, power off remote to prevent sudden 
movement. Fly in open space without obstacles, and do not operate near buildings, crowds of people, high 
voltage cables, or other obstacles to ensure the safety of not only yourself, but others around you.

LiPo Battery Safety

The Inguity® HD Camera Drone is pwered with one 7.4 volt Lithium-Polymer (LiPo) battery. Never use a 
battery that has been punctured or damaged. Never leave a charging battery unattended. When not in use 
the LiPo battery is best stored at 50% charge. This will help maintain battery performance and charge 
cycles. 

Do not dispose of the LiPo battery in a lanfill. LiPo batteries require proper disposal. Check with your local 
municipalities for proper disposal guidelines.

Inguity® HD Camera Drone Parts       

Included with your Inguity® HD Camera Drone packaging are be 8 propellers - four installed on your 
quadcopter. 4 propellor guards, also installed. 2 landing strips for the right and left side. One 4 Channel 
Remote Controller, a 2MP camera with 4GB micro SD card and USB adapter.

Visit www.ingeniousingenuity.com to 
purchase replacement parts.

www.ingeniousingenuity.com

Inguity® HD Camera Drone

The Inguity® HD Camera Drone is not a toy. Improper use may result in serious injury to the operator, 
bystanders and property.

Before operating read all safety precautions and operating instructions. Failure to adhere to precautions 
can result in bodily injury or damage to the unit. 

Avoid operating this Drone around populated areas, or in proximity to power lines. 

Never operate during inclimate weather such as strong wind, rain or snow.

Do not leave children unattended while operating the Drone.

Peak Preformance Pack Trauma Pack

Power Pack
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The design and development of the Inguity® HD Camera Drone ensures all items are secure, allowing a tight fitting sturdy product. Proper installation of the battery and camera will 
avoid damage to your unit. Follow the steps below for a safe and easy way to install and uninstall both the camera and battery for a damage free process.

When plugging the camera cord into the 3 prong connector,
be cautious not to bend the pins. If you bend the pins, you may not 
be able to connect your camera. Before inserting the camera 
connector, check that the three open holes are on the same side as 
the connector pins.

Connect the camera to the underbody mount, after you have 
connected the cord to your quadcopter.

Connecting The Camera

Removing The Camera
1) Remove the pin with a flat tool - do not pull from the cord.
2) Pulling the camera, may damage pins. Under the canopy is a
small plastic clip that snaps into place. Push from this location away 
from the clipping area and your camera should pop out of the clip. 
The front of the camera, is also clipped from the under body. Just 
pull forwards, and remove.

3) You may want to remove your MicroSD card during this process. Simply push the MicroSD
card toward the camera, and it should spring outwards allowing you to pull the MicroSD from its 
slot to use in the included USB Adapter.

You can only fit one 7.4V 2S Battery into the Inguity® HD Camera 
Drone. The fitting area for the battery, is a tight fit solution. 

At the back of the compartment, is an area to place the connector 
pins when connected so you can fit your 7.4V 2S battery in your 
quadcopter. Place the connector pins into the cubby hole found at 
the back of the compartment, then slowly place the the battery 
into its spot. With a camera, there’s less wiggle room. When closing 
the battery compartment, 
do not push on the  front or the back of the camera as you could 
damage the camera or camera clips.

On the camera body is the pressure connectors - to ensure
all closing and opening pressure is placed on the pressure pins
that fit into the camera during opening and closing of the battery 
compartment. Two fingers on camera body, pull to open, push to close.

www.ingeniousingenuity.com
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FCC Information
This equipment has been tested to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of 
FCC Rules. The limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a 
residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy, and if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. Although these tests have been performed to comply with Part 15, there is no guarantee 
that interference will not occur in a particular installation. 

If interference occurs, you are encouraged to correct the interference by any of the following 
methods:

- Connect equipment into outlet on a circuit different from the one the receiver is connected to - 
Increase distance between the equipment and the receiver.
- Relocate the receiving antenna.
- Consult your dealer, or an experienced technician.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 
conditions:

1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and
2) this device must accept any interference recieved, including that which may cause undesired
operations to occur

Before You Fly. Pair Remote With Quadctoper
The remote controller must first be assigned to your quadcopter. When you power on your remote 
controller, the indicator light will be flashing. Connecting the remote signal is an easy process. 

1) Now that you have followed the battery tutorial and have connected the battery and the optional
camera to your Inguity® HD Camera Drone quadcopter, Place your quadcopter in the area you want to 
take off. Stand within 2 meters of your quadcopter. Turn on your remote using the power button located 
in the center. The indicator light will be now flashing.

Is your  Inguity® HD Camera Drone quadcopter on a level surface? Push the throttle full up then push it all 
the way down to 0% throttle. The indicator light will now be solid. Your controller will beep once 
letting you know the frequency has  been set and should now be connected.  

That’s it. You should be ready to fly and your commands will be heard. If your quadcopter is not 
responding. Turn your remote controller off, and repeat the process ensuring your quadcopter is 
flashing as well.
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Calibrating The 6-Axis Gyroscope & Accelerometer

1) Land Drone, or place on a level surface for 3-5 seconds. The gryo will stabilize. 

throttle full up, then full down until your remote beeps once and the indicator light is steady.

Get To Know Your Transmitter

A camera with power, will have a blue or 
green light indicator which means the 
camera has power.

Test Your Camera Is Working

Your remote controller has a switch specifically for recording video (see left). Push 
down on the switch at any time during your flight to start recording or stop.
You must stop recording to save the video file! Do not diconnect battery!

When your camera is recording, an indicator light on the video camera body will be 
solid red. When you take a photo, it will turn red then off when taken.

Always test your camera before flight, to ensure the remote has connected correctly, 
and all connections are secure. Ensure you have enough space on your MicroSD for 
videos and photos. Check MicroSD card! after every flight. If your MicroSD is not 
securely connected or was hit loose during a crash or impact,
a video and photo will fail. You don’t want the best flight to go unrecorded! 

Recording Video

Push down on the camera button to start recording a video. The LED light in the 
camera body will be solid red. 

Press the video button again to stop recording and save the file. The file 
will not save correctly if you unplug the battery before stopping the 
recording.

Taking A Photo

Push up on the camera button to start recording a 
video. The LED light in the camera body flash and 
turn off when photo is complete.

Recording Video & Taking Photos

www.ingeniousingenuity.com
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If you have more than one Inguity® HD Camera Drone, ensure you are not pairing them at the same time. 
Although up to 4 Drones can be paired total, only one can be paired to the same remote at any given time. 
Pair one, then turn on the your other model and pair that one.

controller back on. The indicator light should be blinking. Push your throttle 100% up, then back
down to 0%. A single beep will occur - and your unit should be paired. In some cases, removing the
battery from the quadcopter and repeating the steps are required.
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(1) Land or place the quadcopter on a level surface for 3-5 seconds without throttle ( 0% power )
(2) Pair the Drone with the transmitter again. 
(3) Land the Drone with the trottle stick in full down position for 3 seconds and then take off 
again.
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Check that the motors, canopy, body and propellers are all properly positioned. There shouldn’t be any
shaking otherwise of your unit. If everything is intact and proeprly fastened, restabilize your gyro by placing

TROUBLESHOOTING

Warranty
Your Inguity® HD Camera Drone is covered by a 30 day limited warranty. Please visit 

www.ingeniousingenuity.com for additional details.

7.4V 380mAh LiPo Battery

cooled down. Take out the battery from the bottom of the Drone- if you have the HD Camera installed 
- do not push on the front or back of the camera so you do not damage it.  Do not remove the

push towards the front. Take the batteryout of your unit completely and plug it into the wall charger.

The Wall Charger has a LED light that is red when charging, yellow when close to complete, and green
when complete. Remove your battery from the wall charger when the LED light is green.

battery to get the hang of it. You will notice the front of the battery compartment, has an area for the 
connectors to get snug into. Put 

put the battery in. When the camera
is connected - there is less room to
work with. But once you get the feel
for it, it’s easy as pie.
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requiring repair and is 
not covered by your 
warranty

4 CHARGING THE LI-PO BATTERY  

Inguity® HD Camera Drone*D2$E(*A)"?2"&*F4'5%
1) Battery is too low on power
2) Controller did not properly pair with quadcopter

If you press the 3D Eversion button at the top right of your controller, the controller will start beeping.
During this time, if you push left, right, forward, or backward on the control stick - the quadcopter

land your quadcopter, pair the controller again.

Inguity® HD Camera Drone*D2$E(*!#1)*3??

Have you recently changed your propellers? Check they are in the correct positions - arrows and letters on the 
blades should indicate where they should be on your quadcopter. Make sure when they turn the direction of 
air movement is down.

www.ingeniousingenuity.com
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High & Low Speed: On the top left of your controller, is the High & Low speed button. In High gear, your speed, turns, and flight maneuverability is greatly enhanced. 

3D Eversion: On the top right of your controller, is 3D Eversion. When you click the 3D Eversion button, your controller will continue to beep while awaiting your flip or roll command. 

Flying & Aerobatic Maneuvers - Flips, Rolls, 360 Degree Turns.

www.ingeniousingenuity.com
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Prevent Moisture

Moisture can damage your quadcopter, or render it inoperable. You will also want to store your 
battery and your quadcopter in a dry area at normal room temperature.

Rotating Blades Will Hurt!
When in operation, the rotary blades of your copter may be spinning at low or high speeds. The blades are

Avoid Flying Alone

antanna with the up then down throttle.

- Before operation, check the batteries of the transmitter and that your 7.4V Inguity® HD Camera Drone is charged

- Carefully check rotor/propeller guards. If they have bent during a crash, or during storage - your propellers

gaurds.

- Just like real aircraft , a useful safety solution, is to have at least an idea of where you are going to go during

Inspect Your Quandcopter Before Every Flight. 
- Check the battery and power plug are securely fastened. Severe vibration during flight may  detach the 

plug and result in loss of control.

Safety Check Before Flying

pilot, watch some training videos on sites like YouTube, and other beginner training tutorials.

Lithium-Polymer (LiPo) Batteries
LiPo batteries are different from conventional batteries. As with all batteries, there 
is a risk of fire or explosion if safety is ignored. Here’s a list of safety practices you 
can use to avoid fire, explosion, or accidents.

- Keep the batteries away from children and animals.
- Do not charge batteries in a moving vehicle.
- Do not overcharge batteries.
- Do not leave batteries unattended while charging.
- Do not charge batteries near flames, flammable materials, or liquids
- Have a fire extinguisher for electrical fires, large bucket of dry sand nearby. 
- NEVER try to extinguish battery fires with water.
- Store charging batteries inside of a suitable container

- Change and store batteries in a location where a fire or explosion 
( including smoke) will not endanger life or property

- Do not charge the batteries if there is damage or have been punctured, are 
ballooned or swelled.

- Ensure charging leads are properly connected and ensure proper polarity as

reverse polarity charging can lead to damage of the battery, fire, or explosions

- If your battery is sujected to a shock ( such as a crash, or water ), place it in a metal 
container. Observe for swelling or heating for at least 30 minutes.

- NEVER take apart your battery. Do not dismantle or modify, or repair your 
battery. Buy a new one if damage has occured. Contact James for details.

It’s better to be safe than sorry. Battery accidents are an avoidable 
danger. Please use proper safety methods while using Lithium-Polymer 
(LiPo) batteries.

LiPo Disposal & Recycling

Lithium-Polymer (LiPo) batteries must not be placed in with household trash. Please 
contact your environmental or waste agency or the supplier of your model for local 
regulations and the location of your nearest LiPo battery recycling center.
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